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A complete menu of Crooked Run Fermentation from Leesburg covering all 18 menus and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Crooked Run Fermentation:
my wife was here twice while I was in the inner city of leesburg. this is a small but brilliant brewery. it feels like a
hole in the wall dipping, but the staff is super beautiful, and the customers as well as warming and friendly. they

have a large tape selection, huge cooler of beer to go, and decent clothes and glasses to buy. there are also
plenty of seats in the open, including tables and chairs. I enjoyed how t... read more. The premises in the
restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. WLAN is available free of
charge. What User doesn't like about Crooked Run Fermentation:

the guy who switched kegs and served with a bart was only an ABSOLUTE jack. my friends had more of their
way and he says very rudely that they cannot be there on "my spatialities". So they move into the courtyard –
where there are no signs – and he announces rudely loud that they cannot be there. then the young clean cut

kerl comes past and says: “No, that he is wrong, we have a “banquet license” today they can be ev... read more.
During meals, a refreshing drink is essential. In this gastropub, you will find not only flavorful dishes, but also a

large and comprehensive assortment of good beers and other alcoholic drinks that compliment the food, You can
take a break at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks. Furthermore, you can order

fresh roasted barbecue, this sports bar is a favourite among the customers, who enjoy not only the fantastic food
and drinks, but also the opportunity to watch the latest games or races on the big TV.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Waffle�
STORM

New Release�
JAKE-O-LANTERN

Cocktail� - Ho� Stuff
STARFIRE

Bottle�/Can�
LET IT FLY

Our Signatur� Cocktail� -
Songbir� Signatur�
COAST

P�z� T�e� (Selec� Styl�)
MOTORHEAD

Whea� - We�er�, Wit� an�

Other�
RASPBERRY EMPRESS

Yamaha� / Kimot�
HEART AND SOUL

�� Hopp�
WHITE OAK SCORPION

Ingredient� Use�
RASPBERRY

Lovettsvill� Oktoberfes�
Drink�
BEST DAYS

GLADE

�� Funk� an� �� Sour
NEON SEA

TRUE LIMES

I�-Hous� Bottle�
SENTIMENTAL EDUCATION

NEWFANGLED

LENTE
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 01:00-18:00
Wednesday 16:00-22:00
Thursday 16:00-22:00
Friday 16:00-24:00
Saturday 01:00-24:00
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